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right the crisis is the many sectors
about the plight of workers and it was
very disturbing to this meeting I was
saying to quote him that yesterday that
either to most of us believe that the
abuse and looting our resources care of
Syria is only in the DRC has to be
discover Reggie's justice been here
in 1895 she said your own state to
follow me I'd ask you please to switch
off your phones you turn your phones to
send please in state the following I was
in the East End of London working-class
Porter yesterday and attended the
meeting of the unemployed and listened
the wild speeches which was just a cry
for bread bread bread and my way home I
pondered over the scene and that became
more than ever convinced of the
importance of idealism my cherished idea
is a solution of the social problem that
is in order to save the 40 million in
actors of
a kingdom from a bloody civil war we we
colonial statesmen must acquire new
lands to settle the surplus formation to
provide new markets for the goods
produced in the factories and mines the
Empire as I always said he is a bread
and butter question in front of word
civil war we must become imperialist
this was on the eve of the
compressibility remember to which
African Wireless versus better
this was his meta decisiveness but more
importantly the question is whether the
equation has changed since Rose was a
difference
as the looting stopped the extraction of
our resources and taken across to other
countries to feed the factories of those

countries to create employment for those
countries to create wealth for those
countries stop the questions we need to
consider him yesterday I was provoked by
a post on your Facebook by oh no father
Luis
first time I hear to say Gold Plus
Platinum Plus x plus the field because
poverty and debt this equation needs to
change by examining this question can we
hope to change the purpose of such
meetings as we are having today is to
feed the tremendous advocacy being made
and by organizations such as
governess we feel that we need to do
more and more research so that these
tells these quotations are not just
rhetoric but I felt like substance
welcoming here and asking give his
keynote yes I wish you to the one-out
base to the word
experiences
because we want to change this new
technology you want that so the rush
between the competition no strategic
importance of lithium of part of coltan
which we have
maths everyone wants to come and we have
plenty of eating in Zimbabwe South
Africa we sitting at eighty percent
manganese we don't talk about what and
whether you want cobalt anything you do
need copper and all our countries
Zambian and the DRC producing the
biggest producers so those are the type
of resources we and the quantity there
but certainly the contradiction is that
the poorest people facing difficult to
feed themselves facing difficulties to
find a shelter facing difficulties for
clean water and not eating access to her
so the contradiction between this
abundance of resources and the poverty
tells us that somewhere somehow we are

using these resources now the problem of
these resources is that they are
different type of world they are indeed
they are just in the nature we don't
create that they are given because they
are gifts they are not sustainable
they get depleted as people come and
extract they get finished at some stage
we will not have gold platinum not as we
see other countries which have depleted
their resources they invested in other
services that sustained economies as we
are still in the primitive stage what we
need to use this I don't think we have
something else
so these people's a lack of business is
like a capital what you have capital you
don't so only countries that money to
invest this what have diversified
economies on the basis of so now the
contradiction we have that today African
continent is sitting at four hundred and
seven billion dollars in debt that is
grown plus hold everything Libyan is
poverty net you remember that between
this is debt accumulated between 2005
and 2008 this one look at this period is
the pivot one we've had the best price
in terms of increase of mineral price
and we are producing these windows but
you are going in debt you take on
tradition so there is a problem which
means that we are selling but we are not
gaining enough and we need those
problems so we are not collecting enough
from our windows there is an the
unpredictability of the weather we don't
control the price we don't control the
market but we have resources others set
the price on the minimum it's a problem
the colonial structure continues while
we are selling raw materials there is no
country that has benefited to optimally
from its minerals by selling raw when

you look across the board they add value
when you studying hard invited to those
minerals who start creating linkages you
start expanding new economic base and
the tax base but another problem is the
ownership of this minerals our
constitutions across southern Africa say
the minerals belong to the States but in
reality they don't belong to the state
because we give them to private
companies and also disparate companies
and foreign companies but certainly
somebody would say when we have joint
ventures joint ventures the ownership we
have discussed when we look inside
enough is between 50% and 55% policy you
can't get enough from that reduce
today is also the
because in South Africa the days ago
they agreed that South Africa will tend
5% of diamond production but does not
even have that so we have a problem of
illicit financial flows I think in this
country the former president gave a
fleet of 15 billion which was lost from
the Miami diamonds how was it lost if is
true because because was up to $15.99
now income people spend about 90 billion
that we lose each year through tax
evasion and a lot of exemptions that we
give to companies you see in this
assumption companies say we cannot come
if you don't give us a good deal a booty
means that to reduce your tax you give
them tax holidays in this equation it
means that the money they bring is wrong
so we don't sell proper arises then it
takes us to the issue of negotiation
I want to renegotiate and what skills do
we have but in the way we negotiate in
what we sell this they won't connect our
revenues and then the in clarity of the
time mindset is a problem because to the
rest of the economy it's not this

investment coming young faces it jumps
arrive a jump Laura Thompson jay-z just
goes in Moraga dick time ins and
gathered it's a problem as long as we've
not minute their mineral resources to
the rest of the economy
we will not benefit so now because we
don't mobilize enough revenues remember
I said that this is the only sector
which can be a catalyst of development
the revenues we collect is not enough to
deal with our developmental needs our
government are able to deal or to
resolve our social needs and we will not
meet then a sustainable is not involved
with the level of resource we have know
there are figures that have been given
just to to meet the sustainable
development goals we need one point
as after between 600 billion and 1.3 to
resolve our social to meet this we don't
have enough infrastructure to build
infrastructure to the level that won't
serve the people we need results our
infrastructure and we can only mobilize
half of that now what does this mean we
need to borrow more and we continue to
be in debt but what we do not we do not
also calculate is the social and
environmental impact because one
interprets the loss becomes even bigger
because we see the problem we do not
account we don't account for the
environment and social impact of mind on
the destruction pollution our problem
becomes bigger then because when this
government does not have money the
economy does not expand it's an
improvement which is the biggest
challenge we have today especially young
people and what happens is the expansion
of the informal economy and when we have
an informal economy government cannot
tax it then there is no return for the

state and it's a continuous collapse of
the state because god no capacity to
survive
but we need to do that we need to that
can help us to promote manufacturing to
create to produce power enough for all
of us and because energy is important
which we'll need to infrastructure in
our proximity but we also have what we
call
what we call the producer power they
produce a power is the type of minnows
we have we have the comparative
advantage because we have it in
abundance that is that that's platinum
that is colder and copper in our head is
the only region we found platinum in
that quantity in terms of dominance
diamonds copper and the questioning our
senses we have the producer power
how can we control it missed this Minos
to our advantage South Africa and
Zimbabwe are not talking on how to
control platinum and impose all-out we
add value what product we produce for
the continent for the rest of the world
we are not talking about how do we
control them what we set up Botswana to
become unwell when all of us will take
our demos then to reach them cut them
polish them and sell them for a
formidable we distribute the revenues
why don't we set up a battery class
platform for about for the entire walk
because wealth is produced on the
continent and there is no it's an
important matter what point we as a
region reflect on these days because
when we do that is that built the space
for industrialization approach producing
new industry second an industry that
feed into that so
so if see I'm saying we need a is
regional organization of our forces we

might want to really seriously look into
regional dimension the organization of
certain policies that will strengthen
our ability so in conclusion I think we
need some to build our state we need
capital States the biggest problem we
have is that our states are weak
even when you go down to the micro level
look at the Minister of Mines in most of
these countries only few countries in
fact you'll go to what's wrong my books
of Africa Namibia you will fund
something will give you a semblance of
strong presence of a country that is
investing money if the rest of in the
rest of the countries really it's there
isn't much I think we need courageous
and decisive I think we the leadership
is not strong enough to take the
decision and to add value to certain
minerals the courage can be bought you
don't work for for transfer you can go
and find technology imbalance and fun
disclose to - but you need to pay for
that it's a decision there are countries
in East Asia will very well so you we
need to amass regional forces there a
lot of things which
the bottle when they country when a
company comes to Zimbabwe negotiate
about platinum you click with your
taxation they'll tell you
we can go get better in South Africa
when a company go to Democratic Republic
only one to access copper copper they
said well somebody is giving us a better
deal so you find the same companies in
Zimbabwe South Africa and some companies
examine the guess is everyone but LP
terminals to ensure that as we speak we
speak with one voice on certain very
specific issues we need to add value to
our menu suddenly not all of them
regarding gold diamonds diamonds for

beauty and so on but add value to me
most which we resolve the question of
our people the social problems of
security of unemployment of those are
strategic we know that we need to
identify and work and we need to fight
corruption there is no this is the
biggest most that we have in the house
across the world corruption unless we do
that
thank you very much I think what I set
up we are going to examine country's
situation we redesigned this conference
we also good idea was to interface with
Chris nervous with less drastic
scenarios but we will find out the
course of the day which are the better
scenarios in which other personalities
but as flawed as indicated is there
enough to highlight the problems which
are now region in our region but also to
see how we can synchronize them in
policy yes the state's our states are
very weak the getting weaker actually
partly because of the class nature of
those days
comrade controller usually these are
elements were not grounded in production
their ages of international capital
they're crooks they're thieves the root
they don't eat as much as the people who
just do but they are most frightening
and we also do some research on the
amount of money especially corrupt used
mainly in extract reviews I mean when a
friend of mine came to give a lecture
here he said when they run at the
airport it sort of sees cranes that in
the economy is not here some some when
you look remember hard last year in
London Heathrow someone has to
no crops this is very very corrupt but
so are some of you here we are already
the thumb of our money in London so the

Capitals repeated capitals among the
Centers of money one hotel in Croton I
first went to Brussels in the 70s I was
astounded because there are in one of
the poorest countries in Europe so you
can see the Congo Congo resources on the
streets of Brussels literally same when
I first went to London our resources
reach to break the cycle
so I will already licked - so you fight
by quality
the National Coordinator sorry we
should've had some recently because
organizes
so
forum on television we have program in
our country so we need to find what will
give them say yeah we have something to
give you see you tomorrow for set once
they got you got that wanna say no we
start to its part ourself to product
ourself gold diamonds Colton I still eat
so much gold as I said no we we have in
West
created to show that is in fact so is
what I said that from 1996 to
2001 there is a lot of Carter who has
been important and they can not only for
humanitarian or 200 it is a select
region sahaja must each other but is
from 2001 to 2006 even even report set
up by Security Council
let's get that the exploitation of is in
twenty twenty two thousand didn't even
report who say that the illegal
exploitation of in 2001 I was thinking
from the UN part from the UN reports
they seeking to concede set up a UN
panel of Expo expert who should monitor
the Iligan exploitation of addresses in
tears and complete that the COBOL was
important many countries to have access
and control over the conflicts of the in
DRC is important it to have access and

control over
so we like borrow elements company a
much German corporation phone
and society one president and vice
president in 2004 and they set up
apartment to charge my apartments in
2004 a position of Tears Parliament
comes out during the war
so during that's pretty good say what
part came and you know that which order
in that section we found and in 2002 and
in this the advantage a lot of exemption
like a disposition can say that during
from 22 up to 2012
you cannot change the fiscal regime if
the word is you cannot change it up to
telling us on fiscal issues from 2002
out of 2012 the fiscal regime would be
the same and if the guy who has a magnum
title if he has this fiscal fiscal
advantage she sets up his subcontract
the guy who has otter to Butte for his
his mighty bless us that's an advantage
so the change is a study because as a
foreign to was out we didn't who doesn't
have any network the lab always be maybe
member polymers remove Senate the other
was Bill minista the other has been
managed in different esthetician so
and which is what is a change so the
deity don't you start to sell my lesson
to the friend when they see that you zip
up well company doesn't give them a lot
of money they take your license they
give it another time give him even if I
moved a license they give the lessons in
the less price in order to get
Commission to sell license to buy the
guy from Israel is coordinator it is a
prayer if you say man
the values the man was what me do you
get it for $1,000 so when you get it for
100,000 you can set it and it won't get
the benefits of profits so we can share

with the people
Amina the authority start to be
protected by mining company to supply
limited service I know Chinese company
who's supplying the cement
in
so the government because of the so now
we can get all the money for that
website
we have so because it was important to
between and the thumbs up Glencore has
cheated death of six billion
it's spinning magnets inside see how
they abandon what is a mutant month
they must have insurances you would see
a lump which is cost maybe six hundred
million but because we don't generally
expertise they invest a common say this
plant is post one video what are you
saying that because in our registration
you must take up Facebook your
investment and after so you can start to
pay the government so what's the mining
sectors do they they give a lot of
change a lot of expensive so they the
people of investment will be more
extended if you should take money from
five years if you take them ten years
understand
so that's one that means that because he
found that Glenn poor with supporting
opposition and this company with also
supporting with giving any opposition
so we have in now Chinese
because so because you know subtract
which came from Congo is coming from
Campos ambience about maybe the media
space I think we should collaborate to
fight
you can see all these abilities our
estimates Maori say just one was making
two billion years from about 2006 to
2010 years
the power

for decades
Youth Association it gets about 25 years
suicide for massage some reports about
routing in abscess in a neutral.you do
they trace the presence between a tree
and those may be
the trainer's entry those me reduces
those Millikan's at those realities
accepted but the undo Magnus Ida Romero
president to page warrant italians para
no who presented with one race basing
this spent of three years between 2015
17 and during the term of the first
president that stayed over 40 years as
you know and whose problemas the unborn
commence upon a sound based on the type
of Japanese premier momento and all
experience so at the lessons of since
moment I chose the facility in a
voluntary in 1992 level moon two sons
the post value Terra a second experience
resolutions leaflet Eva's Opena indulge
me do it elections in 2008 SSA license
acquisition is our a presenter to Jose
Eduardo Santo point press them to do
EMTALA he president to be Angola and
these elections those are ones that take
every day
so this is the resource to win pilaf we
can yondu forum sempre con o you sinner
or import some what - arrow this does
umbrella as multinational petroleum and
develop all these elections that one
prorogue and contra to display a sound
NASA precise moment to temperament of
the mayoría qualify Conda I evolved when
Bella at the moment we have a parliament
that she is putting majority from the
Aprilaire parts he must be sick for such
political
y'all need that casa say various
vanilla and opposition paths that is
UNITA cutter say yes president that the
public are daimoku del hello chef the

president is the state them to death
Dena Mia who sort of legislative as the
power to know meet the inclusive a non
supreme supreme High Court Supreme Court
these two eleven Golan out there is a
Paris on the players and that makes
having a separation of your system
integrity and this is one of the biggest
problem in the system at well mental
capability to tender serum in your child
actually the political payment is
getting better
oh I'm your Apertura impression or
there's more openness within the media
as so much considered IndyCars those
directors people indicated rights a
month of Elul us and inform us on a
trade association and the square root of
circulation of information in the social
medias much dr. Ola do but on the other
side demos were meant to do this in
bread there is an increase
implement bus fidelity city food as
popular songs rest by involved in the
populace how men to the Trinidad
increase of criminality he suspect the
Salukis on to nuuma cell which purush
the Africa and the issues of welfare and
education that West is still the West in
Africa a nest present moment to push to
the Vida a bystander and this moment the
cost of living is very high humanoid
bikini associations dollars if you have
to go to a fixed our Chilean and wallet
just a one-night thing about five to six
hundred dollars one more lime pie is
meant to recoup intended a I want
to say it very rich country listen to
NASA mineral sources who sue Solis who
sold ten months between Tyson who whose
parentage sink my name's Matt important
do it is from the from the foot five
three mostly shot minerals collected
fiber yeah

Andreas is Petrovna Yama's esparto yatra
substances leptin bitumen OSA erosive
manataj and windows Museum gold tombe
pas Sui para dar Disney's respect to new
to the College
- Gilligan - was on America's flora
patrol and what quite a number for
companies that are linked it to son
involved one that exploits the oil beast
Allah VP's de esos Tala
ESO Chevron shell at all he must be
cuarenta empresa de sociologie
Bindu
in more than 40 companies associated to
those ones that comes from various parts
of the world in those buildings interval
is porta sajdah patrol in 2015 machine
export in Taiwan Indonesia Spanier sync
procent Taiwan Indonesia and spend 50
cents
those will be the same machinist so % I
don't big lassiter percent and in 2016
China went to 62.7% I'm Indian origin
law once is safety glasses and a 16.6%
setting is so buddy no food no sage
percent and chain increased to sixty
nine point six percent each to the VDA
in position - inna
the under the bill Vida pública en more
attention that was caused because of the
position of China based on the deputy
with China
nesib's momento government Voland de
vida publica in turn a Vinod a treatise
80% to a moment
affirmative in the range of 70 cents in
eternal day is a sentient register and
external best destiny vida 10 must enter
percent to prevent lishchyna
from 70% to that significant
that say that china is leading the
capture of funds from master medicine in
turkey and all unknown to in soap operas
on or the Alameda credit to the sheena

known to me so aboard but also to say
that the line of credit with china
didn't start see recently coming so am
innocence within tasting it studied in
1985 he stopped a simple as mentally
gonna come when pella it was linked with
la compra the material editor features a
moment so so in those million dollars in
2012 que ahora a beautifully
Dada event that's when the depth was the
amount is repairable next pre you do the
trace people what to do is the dollars
it was SH millions managed to sell in
que Ella associa the empresa de Cristo
gone because it occurs for mo SCB Amonte
por una mirada de since the center de
cuatro collapse
she's consortium that is called yes yes
Impreza li lo se llaman t SMS message or
poo what went on today and this company
went to sell the data that damaged
million dollars a Tacoma severe
como el país está pidiendo poor Akhtar
and vendor who's my name's Brutus in on
posad night sound valor and he noticed
that how the country is losing the
revenues through the selling of raw
material in Angola Cheney said the same
pieces intersect project owes the
mineral sound or the Diamandis the
diamantes in wisteria got about 166
projects of mineral projects much - a
malaria park is the center presented in
British per ten say our Jian damming
kala Sheena he C I D I see and 60% of
those projects they belong to a Chinese
company called a giant MGM Danny and
city from China
while mechanism okay are you done Appy
really very poor Suzanne balla equations
cars produced chaos Nestor who name what
is the setup that he helps the routine
of remember it is a period le poulet
Ambala a fundamental maintain unity

first to say that the looting in Iguala
is physical political issue doodle-ooh
doodle-ooh suburban centers during the
time of who is represent so systematic
paternalism he used the partner system
it practically that money to house he
deposit privet is a sound appropriate
data from the arrange tab pro
transparencia month and creating there
is to human rights
we are some impressive fantasmas pro
foolish creationist both companies he
tambay believe the couny sound the best
in school sent to kolkata projects that
approach yet we welcome president
and the request of 10 to 15% of
commission for each and every company
that caused an invest in a wall
DuPont Vista legislatively a
constitutional republic amount a Clara
Vanessa so who will dare you sleep
Utah's monitor our fiscal Isabel the
Constitution is no clarity to the
functions of the members Parliament to
monitor and control what's going on in
this pristine Doris he is the one that
she appoints appoints the president's
member who committed when to come
pissing blood when Pella members of the
amazing new tempo impresario new Miami
businessman Sarah staff and Jana are
treated Trish who sent to the top
economy advice and his financial
capacities estimated to 33% of the world
the country's economy do not miss the
temple on this era miss this beautiful
cheating that time doing quite a lot of
looting Primerica primero kazoo a a
constant some who know my report to the
Angola de Moura
at the tolls the instruction of the new
all of that took almost 40 years Eastway
I'm pretty odd escena international
follow the millions the daughter yeah

boring presently claro of a lens company
is insolvent massugu fair moon on ds9
doesn't say anything about no Impreza be
the property natebain now they've
contracted a new company from China the
meantime una Casa Tabora Thailand s and
the second one is given for work for
very simple ten millimeters the dollar
that evolved about 50 million tell
people V do a website layout pertain to
- Raj Alicia attention agendas behind
this shooting people who evolved in
misleading way the Armed Forces
the universe incidentally the dollar was
involved in hundred and seventy million
dollars el tráfico influenza but a
facility' Fantasma influenced to create
a company so that you could develop a
tremendous boost in contra forage that
was that involves about submit one is
the leaders and wakes president lucid
when one of them is the ex-president
dumbbell who chef de Caza Seville was
wrong who was the layer they don't
are they do kasam attached' infirmities
musubi wasn't a you 80% the education
system also is in shambles Nessa
precious memento Angola stanza Valley
are P Stafford n do
garlic on Africa Austin de verdad
recruits which can now sound in
suficiente para coupe of Delhi Viva
in this area we understand it that and
well as there's not it does not justify
that it's people live in causa a spirit
too materialistic it was a cash
so much faster of idiotic
was saying who's the richest men in
Brazil
formerly is the format is dissenters in
form one is the missionary what God the
document isn't about it

